Budget Conversation for 2020-2021: Kristen Reiss
- Kristen said if we can do a fundraiser next year (Fun Run), it will really help keep our budget healthy
- Josh said we did get a recent check for $2400 (and change) from Kroger (they pay quarterly)
- Karli said that the next Kroger check will likely be larger, since it will be April - June. Leah said that we should include Kroger information in the PTO end of year message
- Delia reminded that we can always put out to the community to fund specific events individually if we are unable to fund it through PTO
- Wendy brought up that perhaps we won’t have the same expenses in the Fall if we aren’t back in the building
- Josh brought up that we will still need to utilize support staff in the Fall. BVSD also announced a hiring freeze until July. Hopefully this will be separate from PTO hired staff, but there are still lots of unknowns
- April wants to know what happens with Chromebooks for Fall? Josh said that he thinks that if we go into distance learning this Fall, BVSD would centralize computers within the entire district, rather than school specific
- It was brought up that we need to remember that there are so many changing factors right now and that the budget that we agree upon today is the best vision that we have right now of the school year ahead

Voting: Delia Cook
- Delia moved that we approve the budget for 2020/2021 - Michelle seconds. ALL in favor, 0 abstain, 0 oppose
- Delia moves to approve the board for next year: President (Delia Cook), PTO Vice President (Susan Traube), Co-Treasurer (Kristen Reiss & Nicole Anderson), Co-Secretary (Leah Winski & Bridget Kelly), Communications (Michelle Kalinski). ALL in favor, 0 abstain, 0 oppose
- Josh extended his thanks to the PTO board for their help this year
- We went over a few last housekeeping items and that’s a wrap for the year (Help at School, Yearbooks, PTO email address)

Meeting adjourned at 11:41am